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Abstract—  We investigate some qualitative behavior of the solutions of the difference equation ( )knsnknnn dxcxbxaxx ----+ ++= /1 l
where the  initial conditions 01 ,...,, xxx rr +--   are arbitrary positive real numbers such that { }skr ,,max l=   where { },...1,0, Îri
and dcba ,,,   are positive constants.
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1  INTRODUCTION
In this paper we deal with some properties of the solu-

tions of the difference equation
,...,2,1,0),/(1 =++= ----+ ndxcxbxaxx knsnknnn l         (1.1)

where the the initial conditions 01,...,, xxx rr +--   are arbi-
trary positive real numbers such that { }skr ,,max l=
where { },...1,0, Îri   and dcba ,,,   are positive constants.
There is a class of nonlinear difference equations, known as
the rational difference equations, each of which consists of the
ratio of two polynomials in the sequence terms in the same
form.  there  has  been  a  lot  of  work  concenring  the  global
asympototic of solutions of rational difference equations [1],
[2], [3], [5], [6], [8], [10] and [11].

Many reseaches have investigated the behavior of the solu-
tion of difference equation for example:

Stevic [11] has studied the stability, global attractor, and the
periodic character of solutions of the equation

)./( 11 nnnn xxxx -+ += a

Our aim in this paper is to extend and generalize the work
in [11]. That is, we will investigate the global behavior of (1.1)
including the asymptotical stability of equilibrium points, the
existence of bounded solution, and the existence of period two
solution of the recursive sequence of Eq. (1.1)

Now we recall some well-known results, which will be use-
ful in the investigation of (1.1) and which are given in [7].

Let I be an interval of real numbers and let
,: 1 IIF k ®+

where F   is  a  continuous  function.  Consider  the  differ-
ence equation

( ) ,...,2,1,0,,...,, 11 == --+ nxxxFx knnnn                  (1.2)
with the initial condition .,...,, 01 Ixxx kk Î+--
Definition 1 (Equilibrium Point)
A point IxÎ   is called an equilibrium point of Eq. (1.2) if( ).,...,, xxxfx =

That is, xxn =   for ,0³n   is a solution of Eq. (1.2),

or equivalently, x   is a fixsed point of .f
Definition 2 (Stability)
Let ),0( ¥Îx   be an equilibrium point of Eq. (1.2). Then

(i) An equilibrium point x   of Eq. (1.2) is called locally
stable  if  for  every 0>e   there  exists 0>d
such that, if ),0(,...,, 01 ¥Î+-- xxx rr   with

d<-++-+- +-- xxxxxx rr 01 ...   then
e<- xxn   for all rn -³  .

(ii) An equilibrium point x   of  Eq.  (2)  is  called  locally

asymptotically stable if x   is  locally  stable  and
there exists 0>g   such  that,  if

),0(,...,, 01 ¥Î+-- xxx rr with

,... 01 g<-++-+- +-- xxxxxx rr   then

.lim xxnn
=

¥-

(iii) An equilibrium point x   of Eq. (1.2) is called a global
attractor if for every ),0(,...,, 01 ¥Î+-- xxx rr
we have

.lim xxnn
=

¥®

(iv) An equilibrium point x   of Eq. (1.2) is called globally
asymptotically stable if x   is  locally stable and a
global attractor.

(v) An equilibrium point x   of Eq. (1.2) is called unsta-
ble if x   is not locally stable.

 Definition 3 (Permanence)
Eq. (1.2) is called permanent if there exists numbers m

and M   with ¥<<< Mm0   such  that  for  any  initial
conditions ),0(,...,, 01 ¥Î+-- xxx rr   there exists  a  positive
integer N   which depends on the initial conditions such that

.allfor NnMxm n ³££
Definition 4 (Periodicity)
A sequence { }¥ -= rnnx   is said to be periodic with period p

if npn xx =+     for all .rn -³   A sequence { }¥ -= rnnx   is
said to be periodic with prime period p   if p   is the small-
est positive integer having this property.

The linearized equation of Eq. (1.2) about the equilibrium
point x   is defined by the equation

,0
0

1 == -
=

+ å ini

k

i
n zpz                                   (1.3)

where
.,...,1,0,/),,...,,( kixxxxFp ini =¶¶= -

The characteristic equation associated with Eq. (1.3) is
.0... 1

1
10

1 =----- -
-+

kk
kkk pppp llll             (1.4)

Theorem 1.1 [7] Let [ ]ba,   be an interval of real numbers

T
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and assume that
[ ] [ ]babaf ,,: 3 ®

is a continuous function satisfying the following properties:
( )wvuf ,,   is non-increasing in [ ]baw ,Î   for  each u/

and [ ],,bavÎ   and is non-decreasing in u   and [ ]bav ,Î
for each [ ].,bawÎ

If ( ) [ ] [ ]babaMm ,,, ´Î   is a solution of the system
( ) ( ),,,and,, mMMfMMmmfm ==

implies
.Mm =

Theorem 1.2 [7]. Assume that F   is a 1C -  function and
let x   be an equilibrium point of Eq. (1.2). Then the following
statements are true:

If  all  roots  of  Eq.  (1.4)  lie  in  the  open  unit  disk 1<l  ,
then he equilibrium point x   is locally asymptotically stable.

If at least one root of Eq. (1.4) has absolute value greater
than one, then the equilibrium point x   is unstable.

If all roots of Eq. (1.4) have absolute value greater than one,
then the equilibrium point x   is a source.

Theorem 1.3 [9] Assume that .,...,2,1, kiRpi =Î   Then

,1
1

<å
=

i

k

i

p

is a sufficient condition for the asymptoticcally stable of Eq.
(1.5)

.,...1,0,0...11 ==+++ -++ nypypy nkknkn             (1.5)

2 LOCAL STABILITY OF THE EQUILIBRIUM POINT
In this section we investigate the local stability character of

the solutions of Eq. (1.1). Eq. (1.1) has a unique nonzero equi-
librium point

( ) ),/( xdcxbxax ++=
if ( ) ,01 >- a   then the only positive equilibrium point of

Eq. (1.1) is given by
( )( )).1/( adcbx -+=

Let ( ) ( )¥®¥ ,0,0: 3f   be a function defined by
( ) )./(,, dvbwbvauwvuf ++=                                (2.1)

Therefore it follows that
( ) ,/,, auwvuf =¶¶

( ) ( ) ),/(/,, 2bvcwbcwvwvuf +=¶¶
and

( ) ( ) )./(/,, 2bvcwbcvwwvuf +-=¶¶
Then we see that ( ) ,/,, 0cauxxxf -==¶¶

( ) ( ) ( ) ,)/1(/,, 1cdcacvxxxf -=+-=¶¶
and ( ) ( ) ( ) .)/1(/,, 2cdcacwxxxf -=+--=¶¶
Then the linearized equation of (1.1) about x   is

.
0

1 ini

k

i
n zpz -

=
+ å=                                        (2.2)

Theorem 2.1 Assume that
.dc <

Than the equilibrium point of Eq. (1.1) is locally stable.
Proof. It is follows by Theorem(1.3) that, Eq. (2.2) is locally

stable if
.

This implies that
( ) ( ) ( ) ,11 dcacacdca +<-+-++

then
( )( ).1)1(2 adcac -+<-

Thus
.dc <

Hence, the proof is completed.
Example 2.1 Consider the difference equation

),2/3(1.01 knsnknnn xxxxx ----+ ++= l
where .2,1,3,1.0 ==== dcba   Figure(2.1), shows

that the equilibrium point of Eq. (1.1) has locally stable, with
initial data .5.0,1.1,2.1 012 === -- xxx
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3 PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
Theorem 3.1 Eq. (1.1) has positive prime priod two solution

only If
.4)1)((,,)( acadcandoddkevensi >+---l        (3.1)

 Proof. Assume  that  there  exists  a  prime  period-two  solu-
tion

,...,,,..., qpqp
of (1.1). Let ., 1 pxqx nn == +   Since kevens ,, -l
odd-  , we have pxqxx knsnn == --- ,,l  . Thus, from Eq.

(1.1), we get
),/( dpcqbpaqp ++=

and
)./( dqcpbqapq ++=

Than
,22 bpadpqacqdpcpq ++=+                          (3.2)

and
.22 bqadpqacpdqcpq ++=+                          (3.3)

Subtracting (3.2) from (3.3) gives( ) ( ) ( ).2222 qpbpqacqpd -+-=-
Since qp ¹  , we have
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)./( acdvqp +=+                 (3.4)
Also, since p   and q   are positive again, adding (3.2) and

(3.3) yields
).(2)()(2 2222 qpbadpqqpacqpdcpq ++++=++           (3.5)

It follows by (3.4), (3.5) and the relation
( ) ,R,,2222 Î"-+=+ qppqqpqp

that
( ) ( ) )).1(/( 22 adcacdacbpq +-+=                         (3.6)

It is clear now, from Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.6) that p   and q
are the two distinct roots of the quadratic equation

( ) ( ) ( ) ,0))1(/(/ 222 =+-+++- adcacdacbtacdbt

and so
( ) ( ) ( ) ,0))1(/4(/ 222 >+-+-+ adcacdacbacdb

which is equivalent to
.4)1)(( acadc >+-

Hence, the proof is completed.
Example 3.1 Consider the difference equation

),4.05.0/(125.01 knsnknnn xxxxx ----+ ++= l  where

.4.0,1,5.0,125.0,,, ====-- dbcaoddkevensl
Figure(3.1), shows that Eq. (1.1) which is periodic with period

two. Where the initial data satisfies condition(3.1) of Theo-
rem(3.1) .5.0,3.1,2.0 012 === -- xxxn  (seeTable 3.1)

1.385280
0.316979
1.385278
0.316977
1.385276
0.316975
1.385274
0.316973
1.385272
0.316971
1.385270
0.316969
1.385268
0.316967
1.385266
0.316965

)(

1.385264
0.316963
1.385262
0.316961
1.385260
0.316959
1.385258
0.316957
1.385256
0.316955
1.385254
0.316953
1.385252
0.316951
1.385250
0.316949

)(

1.385248
0.316947
1.385246
0.316945
1.385244
0.316943
1.385242
0.316941
1.385240
0.316939
1.385138
0.316937
1.385136
0.316935
1.385134
0.316933

)(

1.385332
0.317031
1.385730
0.317029
1.386428
0.316927
1.387426
0.316825
1.388524
0.316523
1.388522
0.315921
1.385420
0.315219
1.376118
0.314617

)(

1.357016
0.314915
1.324414
0.317113
1.276912
0.322411
1.219510
0.33309
1.18448
0.35627
1.23196
0.39515
1.64794
0.50003
1.30002
0.20001

)( nxnnxnnxnnxnnxn

3.1Table
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4 BOUNDED SOLUTION
Our aim in this section we investigate the boundedness of

the positive solutions of Eq. (1.1).
 Theorem 4.1 For  Eq.  (1.1)  every  solution  is  bounded  if

.1 a>
Proof. Let { }¥ -= rnnx   be a solution of  Eq.  (1.1).  It  follows

from Eq. (1.1) that
.1allfor)/()/(1 ³+=+=£ ----+ ndbaxdxbxaxx nknknnn ll

By using a comparison, we can write the right hand side as
follows

),/(1 dbayy nn += -+ l
then

),/( dbyay n
n += -l

and this equation is locally stable because ,1 a>   and
converges to the equilibrium point

( )).1/( adby -=
Therefore

( ).1/suplim adbxnn
-£

¥®

Thus, for Eq. (1.1) every solutoin is bounded and the proof
is completed.

Theorem 4.2 For  Eq.  (1.1)  every  solution  is  unbounded  if
.1 a<

 Proof. Let { }¥ -= rinx   be  a  solution  of  Eq.  (1.1).  It  follows
from Eq. (1.1) then

.1allfor)/(1 ³>++= -----+ naxdxcxbxaxx nknsnknnn ll

We can written as follows
,1 l-+ = nn ayy

then
,l-= yay n

n                                   (4.1)
and the Eq. (4.1) is unstable because ,1 a<   and

.lim ¥=
¥® nn

y
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Thus, the proof is completed.
Example 4.1 Consider the difference equation

),2/2(8.01 knsnknnn xxxxx ----+ ++= l
where .2,1,2,8.0,2,2,1 ======= dcbask l

Figure(4.1), shows that the Eq. (1.1) has bounded, with initial
data .1.0,2.0,3.0 012 === -- xxx

Example 4.2 Consider the difference equation
),2/2(1 knsnknnn xxxxx ----+ ++= l

where .2,1,2,1,2,2,1 ======= dcbask l
Figure(4.2), shows that the Eq. (1.1) has unbounded, with ini-
tial data .1.0,2.0,3.0 012 === -- xxx

5 GLOBAL ATTRACTOR OF THE EQUILIBRIUM POINT OF
EQ. (1.1)
This section is devoted to investigate the global attractivity
character of solutions of Eq. (1.1)
 Theorem 5.1 if 1<a   and dc <   then the equilibrium point

x   of Eq. (1.1) is global attractor.
 Proof. Let ( ) ( )¥®¥ ,0,0: 3f  be  a  function  defined  by
Eq. (2.1). Therefore

( ) ,/,, auwvuf =¶¶

( ) ),)/((/,, 2dvcwbcwvwvuf +=¶¶
and

( ) ).)/((/,, 2dvcwbcvwwvuf +-=¶¶

Than we can easily see that the function ),,( wvuf   increas-
ing in vu,   and decreasing in w.
suppose that ),( Mm   is a solution of the system

).,,(and),,( mMMfMMmmfm ==
Then from Eq. (1.1).we see that

)/(),/( dMcmbMaMMdmcMbmamm ++=++=

( ) ( ) ),/(1),/(1 dMcmbMaMdmcMbmam +=-+=-

then
)./1()/1(),/1()/1( dMcmbadmcMba +=-+=-

Thus
.mM =

It follows by Theorem(1.1) that x   is a global attractor of Eq.
(1.1) and then the proof is complete.

REMARK 5.1 Note that the special cases of Eq. (1.1) have
been studied in [11] when

.0,1,1,,0,0,1 ======= dcbask al
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